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master processing has been using copra family software to optimize the manufacturing process by designing a tooling and obtaining the best part from the manufacturing line. this optimization may be in regard to
perfecting the shape of a part, the number of parts, the accuracy of part position or the speed of manufacturing. indesign is a three dimensional, page layout, graphic design, publishing and desktop publishing software. it

does not require a graphics suite because it incorporates several high-end technical features such as perspective, lighting, advanced graphic effects and photo-realistic rendering capabilities. this includes the ability to view
the model in 3d from any angle. these are all part of the workflow that pulls data from a cam system, normally our copra rf cam software. using the two most common file formats, dxf and dwg, allows us to take all of our
designed data and export it to a folder along with the associated drawings, so when we pull the file from the cam, we simply do so to the desired location without the need to create intermediate files. this saves valuable

time and disk space. indesign will also convert from dwg to dxf. the online cam works in conjunction with the copra rf software by using the copra rf modeling engine to create the profile of the part. the cam software
provides a complete engineering method of model creation that generates manufacturing output files (models) in any cam package. it is capable of working in a fully additive environment. metrics measure the distance of a
product from a pre-defined ideal format. this involves a set of measuring points that are set up on the product and analyzed after passing them through the setup program, which includes automatic or manual tightening of

the roll and loading of the file and other necessary items, if any, depending on the product and desired tolerances.
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